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 Unique Eco Recycle  is first and only integrated 
e-waste recycling plant in MP which  is authorized 
by Govt. 

 Highly efficient and environmentally  friendly recycling with 
minimum landfill.

 Adopt 3 R (Reuse, Reduce, Recycle) policies  for 
management of e-waste. 

 Advanced  data  security and  distraction system.

 High quality refurbished  system for extended value .

 our research and development team are working 
continuously  to improve the process and  archive the 
goal  to protect the earth from harmful effect of e-waste.   

 

 

To provide world class facility and top class service for E-waste recycling and save earth
by maximum recycling and minimum landfill.

To make the world a better place to live in by adopting 3R process.

To share knowledge and technologies with world leader.

To be the first company in India to create environment which are free from harmful
effect of E-waste.
To treat E-waste is not a waste but become valuable resource.
To provide economic range of electronic & electrical products to poor and ruler
people by adopting 3R process.
To open E-waste collection centre in all over India for collecting E-waste and make
India E-waste free.
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“Electrical and electronic equipment” means equipment which is depended on 

electric currents or electro magnetic fields to be fully functional.

“E-waste” means waste electrical and electronic equipment, whole or in 

part or rejects from their manufacturing and repair process, which are 

intended to be discarded. (see rules 3(J & K) of e-waste MH rules 2011)

I.e. Computer  Server, mobile, telephone, TV, calculator, audio system, scanner, Printer, air conditioner cooler 

, fan, microwave , washing machine, military electronic , hospital electronic, medical equipment, security 

device, Automobiles catalytic invertors, laboratory equipment ,sensor, Transformer, cable etc .

 

 

COMPUTER PRINTER

LAPTOP                                                                        LCD,LED,CRT MONITOR

AIR CONDITION                        TELEVISION

WIRE CABLE  TRANSFORMER

UPS ELECTRIC MOTORS

FAN,COOLER LAB EQUIPMENTS

SECURITY DEVICES TELEPHONE, MOBILS

SWITCH AND PANELS AUDIO VIDEO EQIPMENTS

POWER-PLANT ELECTRIC BASE INSTRUMENTS

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS MACHINE 

TELECOMMUNICATION MACHINES
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 Inspection of material on customer’s request. 
 Safe collection.
 Safe logistic services.
 Give appropriate sum of money to stack holders for their material.
 Data security services.
 E-waste recycling, refurbish, repair and reuse.
 Provide certificate for e-waste disposal to the stack holders.
 Organize work shop for awareness of e-waste.
 Give training for safe handling of e-waste. 
 We trained informal sectors for safe e-waste handling &separation of e-waste.

 

 

Capacity:- 5,040  electronic units  per month 

Our plant photo
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Capacity:- 120 metric ton per month 

Our plant photo

Our plant photo

 

 

Capacity:- 3200CRT per month 

Capacity:- 13,82,400 miters per month 

Our plant photo

Our plant photo
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Capacity:- 2400 toners per month 

Capacity:- 2800 integrated circuit 

per month 

Our plant photo

Our plant photo
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Unique Eco Recycle is more concerned about 
customer data. Many organization doubts while 
discarding computers and hard disk drive. To 
solve these problems unique eco recycle provides 
complete onsite data destruction services. UER 
has advance facilities for data wiping, hard disk 
destruction. After these  process data would not 
last longer.  UER provides certificate to customer 
along with pictures of the same (upon request).  
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Contact us

Unique Eco Recycle

Corp office:- 41 sikh mohallah
near kothari market Indore.
Tel no.: 0731 3043676, 3085700

Mob no.: 9893090960, 9826849112

Web site: www.uerindia.com

E-Mail add.: fazal@uerindia.com

Help line no.
8120888898

 


